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Host Lisa Sasevich – “The Queen of Sales Conversion”  
Introduces Eric Lofholm 

About Eric: 

Eric Lofholm is a Master Sales Trainer who has trained tens of thousands of sales 

professionals nationwide. He is President and CEO of Eric Lofholm International, Inc., 

an organization he founded to serve the needs of sales professionals worldwide. 

Eric began his career as a top-producing sales representative for 3 different sales 

organizations. His consistent track record of regularly outperforming his fellow sales 

reps earned a reputation of success that follows him to this day. 

Eric has been trained by the top trainers of his time including: Anthony Robbins and Dr. 

Donald Moine Ph. D. as well as countless others. He has an insatiable quest for 

knowledge that he feeds by reading, listening to audio tapes, and attending seminars 

regularly. 

Many of America’s top companies hire Eric regularly to train, motivate, and inspire their 

sales teams. His clients have added millions of dollars in sales to their record after 

attending Eric’s energetic and groundbreaking seminars. Eric has delivered over 1,500 

public and private presentations. 

ACTION SHEET / SUMMARY 
Eric broke into sales 21 years ago. He was terrible at it when he started, and then met a 
mentor and went from worst to first in 60 days once he was professionally trained by Dr. 
Donald Moine. 

Things only have the meaning that we give them, so if we make sales mean “arm 
twisting” then that’s how it will feel. So let’s just go in there and serve. It’s about leading 
and moving people into action. 

When selling to a couple you need to build rapport with both.  
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Part of his sales system is telling success stories. 

One of his clients, Judy, got to #18 in Send Out Cards.  

Make sure you have women success stories when you’re selling to women. 

Attracting women clients: 
Eric attracts both men and women.  

His main attraction tool has been public speaking.  

He speaks to sales teams, networking marketing teams and chambers. There are 
thousands of those meetings available where you can speak. 

He does a lot of free local talks at car dealers, insurance companies, real estate. 

Even once a week you can really build your lead base. 

Also uses conference calls and webinars. 

If you’re targeting women, book yourself in front of an audience of women. 

*** Think of booking speaking opportunities from 3 viewpoints – Yours, the audience 
(how can you create value?) and the person booking (how can it benefit them?) 

Inspiring women clients to say YES: 
Eric’s #1 closing tip is to have the prospect want what you offer before you get to the 
close. 

You need a benefit-driven presentation. People buy benefits. They buy you. 

You need to build trust and rapport. 

You’ve got to put your agenda aside and focus on them. 

To sum it up, you need “Preparation” 

You prepare for each presentation, but it is smart to use a template. 
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For live speaking he follows: Intro, outcomes, content chunk 1, 2, 3, call to action 

You don’t have to suffer about selling. Get trained. 

It is a new economy since 2008. The use of technology in the sales process has 
changed things. 

Collaboration and finding people who will promote you to your customer base. 

Generic “Sales Mountain” is a template that works for any industry. 

-Lead generation 

-Appointment setting 

-Live presentation – lead with trust and rapport 

-Probing questions, identify the needs 

-Benefits 

-Close 

With this you create your own customized presentation. 

No-no’s when selling to women: 
Trust and safety are so important with women. 

Not crossing the line between a man and a woman and keeping the relationship 
professional. 

He doesn’t like it when the woman is being the man in the business relationship and 
trying to dominate. He likes the feminine side of the woman’s role.   
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Action Steps: 
1. Make sure you’re using success stories of women when you’re selling to women. 
 

2. If you’re targeting women, book yourself with an audience of women. 

** Think of booking speaking from 3 viewpoints – Yours, the audience (how can you 
create value?) and the person booking (how can it benefit them?) 

3. Grab Eric’s awesome free gift at www.selltowomen.com/eric 

 

 

   


